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 THE LATEST
COLLECTION

HITS THE STREETS



Experience the essence of iconic modern elegance with WE STUDIO’s 
premium women’s collection. The items within this luxurious 

line contain more sustainably sourced materials, rich fabrics and 
contemporary silhouettes. Ensuring an everlasting sense of timeless 

charm, designed for the confident cosmopolitan woman.

 
ICONIC  MODERN

ELEGANCE

0201



TROUSERS
44772833

BLAZER
44772611

  TAILORED
TO  PERFECTION

THE STATEMENT SUIT

Tailoring meets timelessness in this 
sophisticated suit – a versatile 
masterpiece cut from a blend of wool 
and recycled polyester. The double-
breasted silhouette, notched lapels, 
slit pockets and voluminous wide 
leg pants, add a final touch to the 
impeccable design, destined to last 
for seasons.
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https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772611_0017
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772833_0017
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772611_0017
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772833_0017


THE CRISP 
WHITE BLOUSE

This contemporary take on the classic 
poplin shirt elegantly merges traditional 
stitching details, a sharp collar and a 
timeless button-down closure, with a 
modern loose and relaxed shape. 
It’s the kind of piece you’ll find yourself 
reaching for time and again, whether 
you tuck it into tailored trousers or 
layer it with your favourite pencil skirt.

BLOUSE
44239985

CARGO PANTS
43760459

0605

https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44239985_0100
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43760459_0409
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44239985_0100
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43760459_0409


THE ICONIC LEATHER BELT

Enhance your style with this certified leather belt, produced in the Netherlands. 
The slim silhouette, supple material and polished gold-tone buckle come
together to create a truly timeless accessory. As the perfect blend of both 
quality and style, this item is bound to become a long-lasting favourite.

THE TIMELESS KNIT

This sophisticated piece fits like a charm. Spun from the finest merino and 
alpaca wool, it features a contemporary raglan detail and classic characteristics, 
such as a round collar and fit ted sleeves. Ribbed trims finalise the item, making 
it a versatile companion for knit skirts and tailored trousers alike.

KNITS
44319649

BELT
44094348

CORSET TOP
44239602

0807

IT’S 

                           ALL ABOUT 

                                                THE DETAILS

THE CAPTIVATING 
CORSET TOP

This versatile corset tank, taking 
inspiration from the iconic bustier, 
accentuates your silhouette in all the 
right places. It seamlessly complements 
suits or blouses and adds a touch of 
elegance to any outift. Its light stretch 
fabric and built-in rib boning ensure a 
structured yet comfortable fit, made for 
all-day ease. 

https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44094348_0060
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44239602_0089


   PIECES 
                                    WORTH

          CHERISHING
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BEHIND
THE

SEAMS

KNIT
44319649

“WE STUDIO is designed to enrich any wardrobe,” 
Jeanine Lindenberg, Head of Design for WE Fashion’s 
women’s collection, begins.

She and her team have spent the past year working on a 
new line for the brands’ premium edit and are proud of the 
results. “We’ve crafted a collection that’s versatile and easily 
combinable, ensuring long-lasting wearability”, she explains. 
“Thanks to a timeless approach and the use of high-quality 
materials, like merino and alpaca wool, this exclusive line truly 
excels in both quality and luxury.”

As Jeanine elaborates on the collection’s essence, we come 
to understand why WE STUDIO differentiates from any of  
WE Fashion’s other labels. She emphasises that all items contain 
premium and more sustainably sourced materials. “For us, it’s 
all about the details,” she notes. “Recycled polyester, organic 
cotton and EcoVero viscose are integral components of the 
lineup, adding a balanced aspect to each piece. We’ve taken 
our time to fine-tune them, and make sure all elements are thought 
through. From the fibres and the seams, down to the buttons.”

Yet, what truly distinguishes WE STUDIO isn’t just its quality 
and more sustainable components; it’s the visionary purpose 
behind it. To provide the cosmopolitan woman with all she needs 
to be empowered. “I feel my team and I have found the sweet 
spot between lasting appeal, contemporary flair and refined 
elegance,” Jeanine says. “We genuinely see this line as a stylish 
investment for everyone, where each item is not just to be worn, 
but cherished. It captures the sheer excitement of wearing your 
favourite pieces, and enjoying their beauty and comfort.”

Jeanine’s most beloved item from the collection, is undoubtedly 
the corset top. She shares, “I’d been looking for one both 
comfortable and effortlessly chic. And I must say, this piece is 
exactly that.”

INTERVIEW 

WE STUDIO 
is designed 

to enrich any 
wardrobe.  

 --Jeanine Lindenberg, 
Head of Design

 WE Fashion’s 
women’s collection.

“

”
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AN ODE TO

ELEGANCE
THE MODERN COAT

Elevate your layers with this double-breasted coat, expertly tailored from the finest 
wool. Its relaxed, minimalistic profile, enhanced by eye-catching statement sleeves 
and a gracefully oversized silhouette, captures the essence of enduring style.

KNIT
43873708

CARGO PANTS
43760459

COAT
44078768

1413

https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44078768_0409
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43873708_0109
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44078768_0409
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43760459_0409
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44078768_0409
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43873708_0109
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43760459_0409


    WHERE STYLE 
       MEETS

                SUSTAINABILITY

TROUSERS
44772734

SCARF
44094317

KNIT
43952724

KNIT
43873708

BLAZER
44772505

1615

Each piece within 
this collection 
contains more 

sustainably sourced 
materials, including 

organic cotton, 
EcoVero viscose and 
responsible merino 

wool. Thanks to a 
timeless appeal and 
exceptional quality, 

these one-of-a-kind 
items will grace your 

wardrobe for years 
to come.  

“

”

https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43873708_0109
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772505_0060
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43952724_0014
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772734_0060
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43873708_0109
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772505_0060
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=43952724_0014
https://www.wefashion.com/e-mail/page-redirect?product=44772734_0060


THE IRRESISTIBLE KNIT

This modern essential simplifies seasonal 
layering like never before. Its luxurious 
mohair blend, raglan shaping, mock 
neck and elongated bell-shaped 
sleeves, offer a contemporary update 
to any winter wardrobe. Refined gold 
button details finish off the look you’ll 
treasure for years. 
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NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE 
& IN SELECTED STORES

The new WE STUDIO collection awaits 
at wefashion.com and in selected 
WE® stores in Amsterdam, Haarlem, 
Maastricht, Groningen and Antwerp.




